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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are…Andy Ash – Director of Deep Learning Alliance based on the Wirral, Primary school teacher, leading and teaching within a mastery maths curriculum development project…Pete Boyd – Professor of Professional Learning, formerly a high school teacher including one year of teaching solid maths…We have been collaborating for the last two years in a research and development project along with 7 teacher researchers – investigating teachers’ professional learning during their implementation of the text book based Singapore mastery scheme Maths- No Problem!

http://www.cumbria.ac.uk/
http://www.cumbria.ac.uk/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s worth beginning by spending a bit of time considering what we actually mean when we say ‘mastery’ – what is mastery? It is currently a buzzword in our education system but there still appears to be widespread confusion as to what it actually refers to! This is partly due to the mixed way in which the term ‘mastery’ or ‘master’ is used in our culture – ‘master-chef’, chess grand masters and masters degree. It brings to mind an elite few who are experts in their field. We propose that there are two ways of viewing mastery – one, as a belief – this idea that, the more you practice at the edge of your current ability, the better you will get – and everyone can master something. Some of you may have come across the 10000 hours rule that Malcolm Gladwell famously talked about in his book Outliers… The other view is that of mastery as an educational philosophy – stemming from the work of Benjamin Bloom and colleagues in the 1970s, this is the idea that all but a small proportion of pupils can learn the curriculum content when instruction (teaching) is effective.  When adopting a teaching for mastery approach, it is vital that both of these are considered… we will come back to this later when discussing the findings of our study…



• Whole class approach
• Focus on core skills and knowledge
• Exploring contextualised problems
• Dialogue rich classrooms
• Authentic real world problems
• Use of concrete materials
• Mathematical variation
• Teachers believe that virtually all children 

can and will learn and succeed in maths

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we directly apply the philosophy of teaching for mastery to mathematics, we can see that there are a number of interpretations. As many of you will know, a mastery approach is common within high performing East Asian countries, such as Singapore. It is also the educational philosophy that was in mind with the introduction of our not-so-new National Curriculum in England. On this slide is our attempt to concisely identify the similarities between different interpretations of mastery (considering South East Asian interpretations, the work of Jo Boaler and the current drive towards mastery in the UK). Many of these will be familiar to you already but it is worth taking a minute to read through them and consider to what extent the current practice in your school reflects these or not (read them through and expound a little).  Here, it might be useful to consider two different concepts of mastery – the class and the student – social mastery and cognitive mastery…



Basil Bernstein (2000)  Stephen Puttick (2015)

Basil Bernstein’s Rules for 
transforming knowledge:

distributive
recontextualising

evaluative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. So how does the beautiful, exploratory, problem-solving, investigating patterns, real world subject discipline of Maths…Become school maths…2. This is critical in understanding the potential of mastery approaches…what knowledge power rules and processes decide how children in YOUR classroom and school experience? Despite all of the slings and arrows of the failed quasi-free market in schooling – parent ‘choice’, league tables, high stakes pernicious inspection, teacher performativity and outrageous pressures on head teachers…are we still a teaching profession, able to adopt a critical stance and collectively lead curriculum development?…yes we are!  3. Basil Bernstein considered the (distributive) rules or principles by which academics and other agents create, defines and develop the discourse and subject discipline of maths…And how (recontextualising) rules or principles changes maths to become ‘school maths’…there are official recontexualising processes (National Curriculum, exam boards, curriculum guidance, authors of national tests) and pedagogic recontextualising processes (teachers)…as well as text book authors and publishers and so this makes a link to commercial aspects of schooling…And how is that knowledge acquired…by what evaluative rules or principles does it become cognitive learning and cultural knowledge? Who sets the tests and exams that provide a proxy measure of learning in maths?Steve Puttick’s paper (available online) provides a helpful example applying Bernstein’s pedagogic device onto the influence of exam boards and examiners on GCSE geography…which again is about the commercial aspects of schooling…4. And how does all this relate to cultural beliefs in England?So that is widely seen as ok for someone to declare unashamedly ‘I am rubbish at maths’…And the myth that maths ‘ability’ is somehow innate, genetic, inherited…And the myth that maths attainment is a good general measure of intelligence…And the myth that maths is somehow ‘harder’ than other subjects…



1. Authentic tasks…
2. Make it more open…
3. Make it an inquiry…
4. Add a visual component…
5. Problem first then technique…
6. Accept all ideas for critique…
7. Ask pupils to convince and reason…

Jo Boaler (2016) Mathematical Mindsets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enough theory…so what? What can you do about this issue of making ‘school maths’ more like real maths?As a teacher you have considerable power to recontextualise maths…See Jo Boaler 2016 chapter 5 on making rich maths tasks…Use authentic or real world problems…at least make sure they are not stupid…this is an area for debate and development…Make problems more open…ask the children to make sense of their solutions…Add the requirement to convince and reason…Make it an inquiry…eg write a blog about itAdd a visual component…ask pupils to draw the problemInvestigate the problem, then teach a method...Make it low floor and high ceiling…ask how they see the problem, ask them to write a new more difficult but similar problem



• Anchor task: exploring, structuring, journaling

• Reflect and refine: using the text book

• Practice: mathematical variation extending thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, as part of our curriculum development project that we have run with over 90 schools across the North West now, we applied the work of Dr Yeap Ban Har (who will be speaking later) and developed a structured approach to teaching for mastery. Many of you will be somewhat familiar with this lesson structure and the principles that underpin it (especially if you already use Maths-No Problem! textbooks) but let me take a minute to talk through it. The basic outline of the lesson begins with what many of us know as an ‘anchor task’ – this involves pupils exploring and structured whole class dialogue which is then followed by journaling. This is then followed by time for reflection where the textbook is used by pupils to refine their thinking – I often like to think of this as the point in the lesson where things really begin to click together. One of the well documented flaws of historic ‘child-led’ maths teaching is that there was often never a point in the lesson where things all clicked into place for children – this can be especially damaging for struggling learners. To us, this reflect and refine stage of the lesson is key for that reason. This is finally followed by an opportunity for children to practice – not just repetitive examples of the same sort but ones where mathematical variation is applied.  It is important to note that this approach utilised textbooks which come with significant budget implications for schools.



Are powerful drivers of learning (EEF Toolkit)

1. During whole class exploration of a well-
designed anchor problem ask: to what extent 
is my framing of learning promoting 
metacognition?

2. In developing journaling ask: to what extent 
have I taught my pupils to effectively 
communicate their thinking? Are they thinking 
critically?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does this mean for you? You may not already be fully involved in using a mastery approach in your school already so it is important to consider some useful starting points. The lesson structure we have looked at on the previous slide is certainly a useful starting point – in particular, the idea of beginning each lesson with an ‘anchor problem’ which all students explore collaboratively. However, in order to make this exploring truly worthwhile it is essential that metacogitive thinking and self-regulation are fostered. The educational benefits of these for all subjects are well documented (check out the EEF Teaching and Learning Toolkit as a starting point – 8+ months progress). It is a challenge for teachers to use well designed anchor problems if they haven’t got a supportive resource such as a textbook (which is why using a well designed textbook was pivotal to our project) but we also think that the way the teacher frames learning during the anchor task is an area for further research. It is worth asking the question – to what extent is my framing of learning promoting metacognition? And, to what extent is my framing of learning helping pupils focus on the main thing?  This is also the case with journaling, which is another useful strategy that we would recommend trialing if you are new to this. Journaling can be a valuable opportunity for pupils to develop their ability to communicate their thinking. Also, by placing value on this, we help children to see mathematics as a multi-dimensional subject which isn’t all about right and wrong answers. 

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/resources/teaching-learning-toolkit


Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Work on meta-reviews of educational research has been very useful and influential – Hattie, Marzano and the EEF ToolkitMeta-reviews of RCTs are useful and schools should try to co-operate with them as much as possible…they require large scale funding and mainly tell us what works…And something about the variability and reliability of the evidence….it is important to click on the intervention to find out more!And the theme page on ‘mathematics’ is also useful and can be downloaded as a pdf2. In considering a mastery approach to teaching maths you would have to consider the complexity of your classroom…it is likely to include formative assessment, meta-cognition, peer tutoring, collaborative learning and if you use interventions then also small group tuition….as well as mastery learning itself for which the evidence in England and in maths is not yet extensive…3. and the devil is in the detail and the meta-reviews do not tell us how and why it works in particular school contexts with particular teachers and students…For example specific RCTs on mastery approaches to maths in ARK schools showed modest effect sizes after one year…but schools varied in terns of catch up and in judging when to move on…This is part of the debate about ‘evidence-based’ practice versus ‘research-informed practice…I would argue that education is less like the field of medicine and more like the field of healthcare or even mental health…so schools should co-operate with the completion of big expensive Randomised Control Trials well-funded by the EEF or research councils…but they should invest their own precious CPD funding in small scale collaborative mixed methods studies that promote teacher researchers’ professional learning



• Seven teacher researchers

• Classroom video stimulated recall interviews

• Collaborative analysis

How is involvement 
in the mastery 
maths project 
influencing teachers’ 
orientation towards 
maths and their 
expectations for 
children?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we should talk about our own R&D project – a small scale qualitative study of the impact on the teachers of being involved in a sustained implementation of the maths no problem scheme over a two to three year period2. RCTs produce mode 1 knowledge….R&D aims to produce knowledge that is more socially and contextually robust, it is believable for the teachers…it is mode 2 knowledge…It ain’t what you do it’s the way that you do it…we were interested in how teachers implement mastery approaches…and how doing that was influencing their beliefs about maths…3. The teacher researchers contributed to the design and ethics and made a video of one of their lessons, focusing on a pair of children and interviewing them afterwards…then watching the video during a semi-structured research interview called stimulated recall…and then the teachers were involved in analysis of the data…some work on raw data (two interview scripts) and some work on the analysis that Andy and I had done…and an additional focus group looking in particular at the role of the text books…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you want to begin some professional inquiry then we have found video analysis to be very powerful…and there is some research to back up the impact of video on teacher learning…Buy a good book – we like Baumfield, Hall and Wall, Action Research in EducationCollaborate with colleagues…and with other stakeholders…school leaders, pupils, parents…even local social agencies, employers…Adopt some key elements of being a researcher…an ethical framework, systematic collection and analysis of data, dissemination for peer review – see ten steps of professional inquiry table on the LED web site…And  try using classroom video and stimulated recall (check your ethics and video consent)Lesson study…action research cycle…Do some reading and identify an ‘analytical framework’ eg sustained shared thinking – and apply it to your lesson video…coding…Ok so now we want to share some of the findings of our research and development project…Provides some illustrative quotes from teacher researchers and then expand on them a little…



…for me it’s the idea of that mathematical fluency 
coming out, the shift from the old style didactic teaching 
with the teacher stood at the front saying, ‘here is the 
rule of the day’.  The children are gaining ownership of 
emerging rules, the mathematical rules are coming 
almost through the children’s exploration, they are not 
explicitly being taught…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, now onto the findings of our research project…*Read quote* This is a particularly interesting one for me… when we did the collaborative analyses phase of the research, this idea prompted some interesting debate amongst the teacher researchers – is it child-led, or teacher-led? This is how the theme of ‘framing’ came about. Although when you watch a lesson taught using this approach it appears to be very child-led – even the children’s own perception is that they have control over the direction and pace of the lesson. However, it became very clear that the pace and direction of the lesson is rarely random – in fact, the teacher researchers were keen to express the fact that there were many things they did in order to ensure that the lesson went in the intended direction and that the pupils learnt what they were intending them to learn. Teachers were doing lots of things to frame the learning… Child-led and teacher-led learning are often held up as being a dichotomy however, we believe this is not the case – the two can exists in tandem.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through careful planning and facilitation of the anchor problem, we characterize the teacher as ‘framing’ the children’s learning… If you imagine that the pupils are inside the frame and they sort of bounce about, discovering things for themselves through exploration. However, the frame exists so that it is not left up to chance whether they learn or not and, depending on the focus of the lesson, the teacher might make the frame larger or smaller… Although, it is certainly true that, on occasion, the teacher must be prepared for a student to bounce out of the frame – this is something that the teacher researchers acknowledged and actually suggested as an enjoyable part of teaching in this way – being surprised at the creative and innovative ideas had by pupils that they were not expecting.  So you might ask – what are the actual things that teachers do to ‘frame’ the learning?Choice of manipulatives not left up to chanceHow the anchor task is introducedQuestioning – how open or closed?How much time is given for exploring and discussionClassroom culture – strict rules enforced or are new/different ideas welcomed?Classroom culture – is the teacher the one to judge ideas or are pupils encouraged to judge their own and each others ideas? 



It’s revolutionised my teaching.  My subject knowledge 
is beyond anything it ever was.  I enjoy maths, I have an 
enthusiasm for maths and I think the depth of rehearsal 
I go through for my lessons, I would never, ever have 
had that freedom or time to do it if I didn’t have the 
textbooks…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning for mastery Maths, in this case for the new teacher strategy of exploring an anchor problem, appears to involve a change in lesson preparation so that it focuses more on maths subject knowledge. This subject knowledge preparation is necessary because the children might take the anchor problem, provided by the textbook and introduced by the teacher, and go in different directions. Thus teacher planning, to enable their successful framing of collaborative learning through exploration, relies heavily on the textbooks. However, the lessons provided by the textbook embed the pedagogical approach and in particular give the teacher ‘permission’ to spend classroom time on collaboration of the anchor problem. This permission helps to counteract contextual pressures to rush on with curriculum delivery from an overloaded national curriculum, high stakes external inspection, and the emphasis on test results and school league tables. The dependence on the textbooks and associated teacher guidance creates a worry, because it might be part of reducing teachers to a technician role of ‘delivering’ the curriculum. It also creates a considerable pressure to be confident that the textbooks and guidance being followed are evidence-based and effective (Oates 2014). There is also a considerable investment involved for schools in committing to a commercially produced mastery maths scheme. However, the focus on exploring and on dialogue appears to keep the skill and subject knowledge of the teacher firmly at the heart of this mastery approach to Maths. Therefore, the books in themselves are insufficient and only provide one element of the approach. By this we mean that simply buying the books and introducing them across a school is unlikely to reproduce the findings of the current study. 



• Teachers come to ‘trust’ the textbooks and place 
high value on the texts and teacher guidance

• The pedagogy is built in to the text books…the 
text books come out half way through the lesson

• Teachers feel they are learning about maths and 
how to teach maths

• The books could easily lead to dull lessons if you 
try and teach traditionally with them…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. We are wary of text book schemes in England and rightly so, based on past experience…However, in every single country where maths scores high on international tests - they all use a text book…even though they are often, in south asia, maths specialists teachers…2. Maybe this means you should either go for it or avoid it, do not dip your toe in to the textbooks…if you want to experiment then use the lesson structure…and of course your children will need training in exploring solutions, collaborative learning, the multidimensionality of maths and above all in welcoming struggle and mistakes…as opportunities for learning…3. What is a ‘high quality’ text book?  A high quality textbook must:be mathematically sound and based on thorough research;prompt opportunities for active learning;contain opportunities for ‘intelligent practice’ where variation theory is applied;contain multiple representations of mathematical concepts;promote metacognitive thinking and reflection 



…it is more about that facilitating learning.  You’re 
presenting the children with an opportunity, they come 
out with the outcomes themselves; the reasoning 
themselves.  There’s even less of a need for the children 
to be ability grouped… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think this is possibly one of the most important changes in teacher strategies that came out of our curriculum development project. It is interesting because it was not initially one of our main aims. Instead, as this quote illustrates, the move away from grouping by prior attainment was actually driven by the pedagogy – teachers began to realise that it was much more effective to have mixed prior attainment in the classroom. This then led to many teachers actually shifting their beliefs about the relationship between prior attainment and actual potential. Despite this, during the project, many teachers still referred to pupils as ‘high’ or ‘low’ ability which suggests that the high accountability framework we work in leads teachers to still persist with the labeling of children. It is important to ask yourself the question – can you every really know whether a child is ‘high’ or ‘low’ ability? And, what are they ‘high’ or ‘low’ ability in? 



• Setting or grouping is in tension with the 
underpinning beliefs of a mastery approach…

• Explore mixed pairs activity…random, high-low, 
personalities…and zoning…

• Consider a phased approach to moving away from 
grouping by prior attainment…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AAAgain, the research evidence in our country is becoming clearer and clearer – setting or streaming has actually got an overall negative effect on learning. This provides schools with a significant challenge – especially secondary schools! Some of the main issues include:misallocationlack of movement between groupsquality of teaching being variedsome groups falling behind on content (diminishing the difference!)learner identity and demotivationlow teacher expectations It is true that there is likely to be less of a negative impact when within class ability grouping is used but, certainly, the teachers involved in our project found this to be of little use when applying mastery pedagogy.  When considering moving away from ability grouping, it is useful to consider a phased approach – especially for pupils in older year groups. It is also important to consider what approach to mixed prior attainment grouping you will take;randompairs (high low)personalitieszoning etc…



…I think with maths you’re continually learning.  You’re 
learning different ways; you’re learning different 
methods.  I know when I was at school it was all about 
conventions…so I think you’re always learning and your 
intelligence is not capped…and it’s a case of you are 
always learning, you’re increasing the amount of  
intelligence you have in maths…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intelligence in Maths may be conceived as fixed or malleable. Many teachers in England have come across this idea through varied levels of engagement with the mindset theory of Carol Dweck (1999; 2006). Early research on mindset theory tended to focus on general mindset or on mindset broadly related to ‘school work’. It is interesting to focus on mindset in a very specific context, such as within school mathematics. The analysis indicates that engagement in the mastery maths intervention appears to be changing teacher beliefs related to becoming a mathematician, including a more malleable conception of intelligence in the context of maths. Teachers are reflecting both on their own mindset within the school subject of Maths and on the mindset of their pupils. 3. This reflection on beliefs about intelligence is entangled with a changing understanding of the nature of Maths and of being a mathematician.  The analysis shows how the teacher researchers are seeing the subject of maths as being about collaborative problem-solving and deep thinking, rather than focusing on speed to reach a single ideal solution. It is as much a shift in cultural beliefs about the subject of Maths and ‘ability’ within Maths as it is about changing beliefs about the malleable nature of intelligence.We only worked with individual teachers, one from each school…it is interesting to consider the collective mindset of the staff in a school – and I have a PhD student investigating this through an in-depth ethnographic case study of a school that has worked on a generic mindset project…we wonder if a domain specific mathematical mindset project would be more powerful…



• Systematically and collectively, in intention and 
in practice - stop labelling learners

• Work on collective teacher awareness of 
mindset theory and teacher expectations

• Work on the multidimensionality of 
maths…domain specific mindset means that 
cultural beliefs about maths are just as 
important as beliefs about intelligence

https://bhi61nm2cr3mkdgk1dtaov18-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/05/When-You-Believe-in-Your-Students-They-Do-Better.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what?This is one of the things we found exciting about our analysis…we were looking at qualitative evidence of change in mathematical mindset…in line with the work of Jo Boaler…that mindset is domain specific…a belief that IN MATHS the more you practice, at the edge of your current attainment, the more intelligent you get…this is exciting because it challenges embedded cultural beliefs in England that may help to explain not only international differences in PISA tests but also embedded beliefs around social class and inherited intelligence so addressing the huge challenge of the achievement gap…Learning without limits project…two books…start with the mindset of the teachers…Agree to stop labelling…agree language and behaviours that avoid labelling…In our project…teachers felt they were becoming mathematicians…and that all of their children were also becoming mini-mathematicians…this comes back to the theory of Basil Bernstein about how maths becomes school maths…teachers and schools have considerable power and responsibility for the recontextualisation of maths, even in age of high accountability through league tables based on test results…

https://bhi61nm2cr3mkdgk1dtaov18-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/When-You-Believe-in-Your-Students-They-Do-Better.pdf


Let’s consider the work of a mathematician: She first has 
to pose an important problem, then map out a 
mathematical approach, she will probably collaborate 
with others on ideas, and engage in…a zig-zagging 
process of conjecturing, refining counter examples and 
proving. She has to form a mathematical model, apply 
methods, draw diagrams, connect ideas, reason about 
connections and communicate in different forms. The 
work is multidimensional. 

https://www.youcubed.org/open-creative-mathematics/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This emphasises multidimensionality and reinforces the importance of teacher skills in the exploring phase and time given to journaling and skills development of children related to collaborative learning and journaling…it is not enough to say that maths is more than speed and calculation…you need to demonstrate it…It is worth noting that mathematicians in the real world do almost no arithmetic! Keith Devlin (US mathematician and author) highlights this and suggests that mathematics is about studying the ‘science of patterns’ rather than following fixed rules…

https://www.youcubed.org/open-creative-mathematics/


• External knowledge
• Subject specific
• Time and rhythm
• Classroom experimentation
• Congruence within training
• Shared sense of purpose 
• Collaboration and trust
• Proactive leadership

(Higgins et al. 2015)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may also be wondering about how to approach professional development for teachers when rolling out a mastery approach. We firmly believe that professional development cannot be seen as a discreet thing to be done to teachers, it is important to consider how CPD projects can be developed so that they have real impact and are based on research. Recently, the Teacher Development Trust conducted a meta-review of international research on this matter. They discovered that really effect CPD programmes have 7 common themes:external knowledgesubject specifictime and rhythmclassroom experimentation allowedcongruence with training approachshared sense of purposecollaboration and trust between all involvedproactive leaderdship within schools(Talk through these) Some of the key features of our project that were critical to its success were: Time – we ensured that all teachers involved not only accessed all of the core training but were also given time inbetween training for classroom experimentation and then had access to within classroom coaching from our team of SLELeadership within schools – it was also a feature of the most successful schools that leadership teams were fully involved and ensured that staff could watch each other teach and were able to experiment with these new ideas. For this reason, we put on training for leaders (and still do) where we discuss issues of monitoring and strategic planning. External knowledge – by continually researching the pedagogy behind mastery, we were able to bring new knowledge to the table that was informed by research. We also utilized the textbook to help develop what is sometimes referred to as ‘mathematical knowledge for teaching’ – this idea that a well designed textbook such as MNP can be used to develop teachers’ subject knowledge. 

http://www.cumbria.ac.uk/
http://www.cumbria.ac.uk/


Pete Boyd & Andy Ash  
pete.boyd@cumbria.ac.uk             aash@ourladyofpity.co.uk

• Two video lessons using Maths No Problem!
• Including debriefing discussion with the teachers
• With our reflections and ideas on mastery maths 

professional development
• Open access online…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AASo, to finish off – what are the main implications of our findings? When implementing a mastery approach, it cannot be treated lightly – it is associated with a change in teacher beliefs… We work in an age of high accountability (tests, ofsted etc.) and this makes it a brave decision to invest in time for teachers to experiment in the classroom and critically engage with theory. However, making this decision can lead to valuable outcomes with regards to shifting mindsets and developing mastery pedagogy in the classroom. Ultimately this should lead to improved educational outcomes.  Although we found that having a high quality textbook was very important, it is vital that school leaders realise that this is only the first step – there needs to be a significant investment of time so that teachers can develop their practice and become curriculum developers.  We have only been able to give you a taste of our research but we have two papers currently being submitted to academic journals which will both be open access hopefully…  We welcome questions from you now  - maybe take some time for discussion and we will take questions. 

http://www.cumbria.ac.uk/
http://www.cumbria.ac.uk/
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